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Heads Roll At WBIM
Steve Miles as Production
Chief; Julie Lieb from Public
The student radio. station Relations Director and the
on campus, WBIM, has suf- vacant position of Office
fered from personality con- Manager. All these positions
flicts which have resulted in were paid positions, as all are
the resignati'on of Darlene managerial positions at
Bethany, the Mus.ic Director, WBIM. Former office manand the dismissal of the Pro- ager Deborah Desnoyers has
. g ram Di rector James agreed to return on a parttime basis until the reorganiMagner.
Chris Harwood is presently· zation has been accomplisacting Program Director until hed. She has agreed to train
the postion can be filled per- someone else to handle her
manently. Dr. Richard Veno, responsibilities if the position
the station's general man- reopens.
WBIM is presently operatager and director of the Student Union stated that this . ing without a music format,
business shall be presented Which is generally recogat the next station meeting.
nized as an essential element
Harwood stated that ''I'm in any radio station's
not sure what immediate operation.
ch.anges will take place at
Darlene Bethany, the only
WBIM.
Future possible coo.rd i nator to resign,
changes in program format refused to comment.
will be looked into."
..
. . ·.· . Magner also .. refus.ed . to

By Joe Gouveia

·

nated. Those positions were
that of: Laurel Bowman as
Assistant Pro_wam Director,

have nothing substantial to
say yet, but I hope that the
station progresses in a posi-

tive fashion. I feel that Mr.
Veno's decision has no substantial backing to it."
Veno did state that "a
change was necessary", but
refused to comment on
Magner's statement. Veno
explained that he did not
want to get into personalities,
but did continue to say that,
"He (Magner) and I disagree
on different aspects on how
the station should be run,"
and added that he is optomistic as to the station's future.
When asked if removing
Magner from his position will
be effective step, disc-jockey
Scott Levison stated, "I don't
know yet. Being program
directorhereisnotajobbuta
sentence." When asked if
Magner's push for a progressive format-had·anything to
do with the tension at the sta.. tion, . ~~vison went on to

audience, but must mix it in
slowly. NewscasteranddiscSee WBIM page 15

Escapee
On Campus

M~I

Hill Quiet Floor:
An idea that work
Sy Beth Ward

On September 29, 1983, at
approximately 11 :30 a.m., Mr.
Michael Maurry esc~ped
from the South Eastern Correctional Center, a medium
security prison located In
Bridgewater.
According to Mr. Joseph
Landolfi, Deputy Superintendant of the Department of
Correction, 22 year ·old
Mau.rry was serving a 12 year
sentence for breaking and
entering. He began serving
his sentence in 1981, but he
was a nc;>t prisoner at the Correctional Center until March
of this year.
At the time of his esacpe
Maurry was .·working on a
farm detail which is part of
the prison complex.
He
reportedly drove a tractor out
of the grounds arid abandoned it some distance from
· the center. ·
The Bridgewater Police
Department 00 nf i rm ed
8.S.C. student ·reports that
Maurry was in the lower hill
arking lot. His uniform from
he Correctional Center was
oand in the same location.
Michael Maurry is at this
time, still at large. Police
believe he is som?where in
the area Qf Boston. his
1

BSC's Debbie Tho.mas spikes to vicfory against Worcester
State·as Cara LaConti (9) and Karen Dennehy (16) look on.
The team is 3-o in their divisi~n ~hi~.Y.e.ar.

hometown~

At the beginning of the
1983 school year, the fifth
floor at Durgin hall was
designated· as a quiet floor.
Between the hours of 9:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Sunday
through Thursday, students
living .on this floor must
respect the quiet rule. Any
infractions will result in corii
frontation and possible
dismissal.
Resident Adviso·r Doug
Smi.th, cor.nmented that "it is
more an academic than a
quiet floor.
Everyone
respects the rules because a

because everyone who· is a
resident on that floor
requested it." Mr:. Stennison
also gave tentative. plans. for
future floors, including ones
for non..alcoholic and more
positive learning. surrounding.
·
.
Freshman Brad Stubbeodieck, a resident on· on 5th
floor, stated "the idea isgreat
because 1. can finish my studies with no interuptions.
Friends living on lower floors
come up to do their home- ·
work. Everyone follows the
rules and knows that it is
more or less a prlviledge to
. live here."

"/ really believe that It will
become a trend tor th·e future. 11

a

chojoe is given to them
John Fleming also residwhether or not to live here."
ing fresh~an on 5th floor;
He· also added 1 "this idea has had a similar reaction, com ...
already established itself in menting. "our R.• A. is cool
one month. I really believe and does his job well. lwould
that it will become a trend for not want· to live anywhere
the future."
else and t hope that ne)(tyear
Jerry Stennison; Assistant I'll be able to Uvehereagaifl,"
Director of Housing stated,
Oistinguist1ing,the$tt)Jloor
"a need was expressed by the at Durgin as. the ·quie~ fJpor
~students for this type of an seems to be working in all
enviro.nment.
There have · a$pects. · For .those Uving
been no problems as yet there, they t>'Heve that a tra..
dition ·sh ut e set.
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Letters To The Editor
I Feel Personally Insulted ... "
Dear Editor,
My article is in reference to
Jeannie Pantanella's article
in The Comment on Sept. 22,
1983 and Deborah Desnoyers fetter to the editor in last
week's Comment. I feel personally insulted by both of
the articles. They seem to
question not only the integrity of a few indiviuals but the
integrity of the entire Senate
body as a whole. We are a
group of 28 students who
have in the past few weeks
worked very hard to accomplish things that I consider
newsworthy, an opinion
obviously not shared by the
Comment staff.
Student Government
Association the week before
last allocated $3,000 in addition to $4,000 previously allocated to make the Student
Security Force run 7 nights a
week. The shuttle bus going

A Little Advice

to Westgate Mall will be running the second week of
October. Other matters of
importance were discussed
and these too were not considered important enough to
be printed.
We are a group of concerned students doing the
best job we can to represent
you. We are also human
beings. The quest for perfection is unending. If we
achieve perfection, then
will have no reason for le(lrning. Our student government:
whose side are we on anyway? In my opinion they are
on your side. Your Senate
meets every Tuesday night at
6:00 p.m. in the Senate
Chambers. Exercise
your
opinion and find out for
yourself.
Sincerely,
Carrie Kulick

we

Dear Editor,
I read with great interest a
letter to the editor two weeks
ago in which two students
wondered if SGA President
Dobson had rewritten the
faculty contract. I'm sure the
Union Reps would not appreciate this, since I'm sure they
were not informed or
consulted.
My first bit of advice to the
Executive Office, is don't be
afraid to ask questions. This
campus is full of knowledgeable people, administration,
staff, faculty and students.
Know your resources and
don't be high on your own
horse, use these resources
and use them well. Remember you're ·only a student
leader, not a_pharoah.

The Comment in'vites members of the BSC community to use this space for a forum to/ their ideas comments, and personal views. Letters should be typ~d and To Dave. Kutcher, .
.
·
. .
Good Job for getting music
b
must e signed. All subm1ss1ons must be made before in Tillinghast Cafeteria. Is

Personals
on

Print your personal
a clean piece of tinshredded paper
and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personals you must show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our
records only, and need not appear in prH1t. Remember if we
can't read it we won't type it!

noon on Monday.

there any reason why you
cannot do the same for Great
Hill Cafeteria?
Bernard Cullen

Tuesday:
Sports
Entertainment
News
Monday:
Features
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals
Late News
Classifieds
Emergency Bulletins
Announcements
Cartoons
Letters to the Editor Graphics

Deadlines
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consent of the Student Court.
The Student Court is a
proper, legal channel under
the Constitution. What ever
happened to the democratic
process we have learned to
love and know so well!
_It is time to stop looking for
asthetic improvements for
the campus and start fighting
for· students rights or a tuition
freeze from the governor.
Whatever happened to fighting for more financial aid; I
know it would benefit a great
deal of students.
The students of B.S.C. are
looking for your help, don't
let them down. Good luck
and try your best.
Respectfully
Robert S. Berger
S.G.A. President 82-83

My second bit of advice to
the Executive Office, is to
read the Constitution of the
Student Government Association, and don't forget that
the SGA Constitution is a
working document. As far as I
know, it has worked quite
wel I over past years.
I note the above with great
intere&t, for the SGA Consti~
tution calls for freshman
elections to be held during
the last week of September.
This may seem like a small
point, but I remember Mr.
Dobson questioning the
integrity of the 1982-83 SGA
for moving the date of an
election. The only difference
was that in the election he
questioned, the date was
changed with the advice and

Contributing Photographers:
~- Q.
Editor: Christopher Harwood, Ed Donahue, §
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The Comment is a student supported and operated
we~kly newspaper serying the academic community o
'Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
is prohibite~ without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but may .be limited to 250
words or less and must be typed. "Letters, Classified
advertisements and all; other written materials are
subject to condensation. Advertising rates are availabk upon request. Any person wishing to join The
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be
a.ddressed to The Comm_ent, Student Union Building,
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SGA Profile of the week Annnuncements
Hello! My name is David
Carreiro, Senator Class of
'84. I am a senior Political
Science major. I hope to work
in the field of international
affairs or journalism. I have
been .active in politics since
1973. I was elected to the

Amherst Town Meeting while
attending the University- of
Massachusetts at Amherst. In
high school, I was the Chairman of the Southeast A, a
component of the Massachusetts State Student Advisory
Council.

This is my first year in the
8.S.C. Student Government
Association. My main concern as a senator will
to
make sure that the needs of
the students are met. It is the
responsiblity of the Student
Government Association to
express the student viewpoint. This viewpoint is
shared with the administration, together, the rules and
regulations which govern the
operation of this college are
made. I have been more than
pleasantly surprised to see
the cooperation that exists
between the administration
and the S.G.A.
I welcome your suggestions concerning life at our
college. Please feel welcome
to leave any correspondence
in my mailbox. That mailbox
is located in the Student
Government office on the 3rd
floor of the Student Union
Building, across from the
Student Organization office.
I will make sure your concerns are heard. Good luck in
your studies.

be

Freshman Center
Freshmen are er ~ouraged to drop by and visit the Center,
which is located' on the ground floor of the Maxwell Library.
The Center is open from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday through Friday
and your advisor or another professional wil be on hand to
help you or hef p youJind the right person to see on campus.
All fre§hmen who entered in September should receive a
letter in the mail this week outlining the procedures for preregistration for the Spring semester of 1984. To avoid any
difficulty, they are urged to follow the instructions listed in
that letter and set up their appointment as soon as possible.
Freshmen are also reminded that the Reading Laboratory
and Writing Center which are located in the Freshman Center
are valuable sources of assistance.

Eating Disorder Group
The Counseling Center is offering a group which will meet
once a week for people who are· concerned with how their
eating habits disrupt their lives. The group will serve as a
supportive environment in which members can discuss their
experiences with others who have similar concerns.
Some of the issues tp qe explored could be self image, body
awareness, getting .your needs met, handling stress and
tension.
For more information, ~top by or call the Counseling Center, Grove Street, extension 1·331.

Bridgewater U-U Church to Host Chicago Organist
November 6 is the date set for the Fourth Annual Josephine
Cobb Memorial Concert. The concert will be held at 4:00 p.m.
at the First Parish Church Unitarian-Universalist on School
Street in Bridgewater (next to the Art Building), and will be
followed by a reception in the Parish House.
Walter Whitehouse, an organ builder, teacher, and performer from Evanston, Illinois will give the concert on the
recently restored 1852 E. and G.G. Hook organ at the church.
David Carreiro
Tickets will soon be avai Iable. from any member of the
Senator Class of 1984
, church or from the minister, Rev. Charles F. Flagg at the
Student Government Assochurch study, telephone 697-2525.
-:iation
The o~fice of Student Service~ urges all students to carpool.
Carpooling saves money, time and the environment
.
To aid those willing to carpoojJhe office of Student Services
has a complete list of students by town. You can took up
people who live in your area.~ In-addition, the Student Union

Local Volunteers Join Road
~~
ESESE5~
B'."9----;------------:-..-----z---v:

Fifteen local residents ~ave and we'd like about 30 so that gram later .this month. They
volunteered f<?r th e American
volunteer would have to
will learn about the American I
o,i\'L
o.J",Cancer Society s Greater dnve · more than once a Cancer Society's cancer con- I
O~
O . <f.
Brockton Unit Road to. Rec- month.''
. .
tr.ol program, what chemoI
overy program, ~cc~rding to
Other tow~s w1thin the
therapy and radiation I
I
Bro?kton Hospitals Paula. Cancer So~1e.ty s Greater therapy involve.. and some I
I
Gul1~ello, t~e local pro- Br~ckton Unit include Avon, common concerns ·of I
l
grams coordinator. .
A~mgton, Sharon, and West patients undergoing treat- I~
·
·
c..~t I1
Road to Recovery 1s local
Bridgewater.
ment. In addition, new volun- I Q"Z
;1
driving area
said that the. teers will get to speak to I
· 4reqcancer patients to and from
Society estimates that nearly
some Road to Recoveryvete- L __________ .._ ___ ..;., _____________ 1
treatment centers.
950 residents of Brockton
ran drive.rs.
·
Need a babysitter? Wee"We're extremely grateful
and the other towns within
Ms. Gulinello said that
For SaJe
kends day and/or nights,
for this local support," Ms. the Brockton Unit will,, volunteer drivers are eligible
1973 BuickApollowithdamsome weeknights. If out of
Gulinello said. "Resi~ents
b~c?me cancer patients
for compensation from the
age to right side. New starwalking distance from BSC,
from Brockton, East Bridge- within the next year. Last
American Cancer Society for
ter, exhaust, brakes, tires, Will need a ride. Please leave
driving expenses.
battery, rest of car is solid- your name and number for
water, B.ridgewater, Rock- year, she said, the Unit
land, Whitman, Easton, and , helped about .130 people
Anyone interested in
just needs some time and Donna at the Comment
Stoughton have volunteered, through the Road to
becoming a volunteer can
bodywork know-how. office for more information.
but we'd like to· ~ee peopl~ Recovery.
cal 1 the, Society's local
Inspection sticker. $500.00
from other towns m our Unit
The new volunteers,
Greater Brockton Unit office or 8.0. Call Nancy at 822at 583-8515.
5503 after 7:00.
become involved. Our goal is according to Ms. Gulinello,
to recruit at least 20 drivers,
will attend an orientation pro- ...........,.............................,......,.......,.._,.._....~~.._....,.._......,,..,...,._""""",..,..,'°ll'YYY"~~~...,...,,.~.......,..,,,.,...,.,.~,,...,...,..,,,.,...,.,.~,,,.,..,~
1

n~

~

~O

1

volunteer~

cl ass1•f1e
• ds~~<t

M~. Guli~ello

Did you know.

~ot

• •

70% of assault victims seen
Surprising? Disgusting';
in the emergency room of
Frightening? How m·uct1
Boston City Hospital are· longer will it go on? Do yo~
women who have been
think you can ignore these or;
attacked in their home.
any other issues concerning
In the U.S., every 18
the unfair treatment o1
seconds a woman is battered.
women any longer? If you'd
There is an estimated 28
like to do something about i1
million battered wives in the
we need your help. The
U.S., more than half of all
Women's Center is located
married women in the
on the 3rd floor of the Stucountry.
dent Union (next to the
About 1 /5 - or over
S.G.A. office). We have meet400,000- of all battered wives
ings every Tuesday and
Thursday at 11 :00. Stop by.
are forced by their husbands
to have sex as a part of a beatEveryone is welcome.
ing or as a sequel to it. ·
If you need help in any way,
In 44 states a husband can
we have an excellent referral
legally rape his wife.
service with agencies in the
Between 1970-1979 the
area. Stop ·by, we're here to
incidence of rape increased
help~
by 99.0/o., , , , , , , • , •• , •
• , •... , ,.
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The Cheerleaders Speak Out

Photo: Chris Harwood

Some of the members of the BSC Cheerleading Squad
leaders out therei you're not
going to do much for the
crowd. And thet crowd is

··'BJ;Keilri:ttobena" ·
BRIDGEWATER--Let's talk
cheerleaders! The Football
cheerleaders at Bridgewater
State! They're great! Gimme
a G! a RI an El an A! a T! That's
the way to victory! Seriously,
the cheerleaders are entertainment They encourage
and arouse the fans to cheer
on the 8.S.C. Bears. In an
exclusive interview with the
co-captains both Debra
Munro and Kathy Russel I
express their views on the
aspects of cheerleading.
According to the cocaptains the qualifications of
being a cheerleader requires
that the person have a loud
voice, good diction, a pleasing appearance and coordination. Ms. Russell states
that the "first thing is a smile,
thafs definite."
"Somebody could be really
talented," adds Ms. Munro,
"but if they look like they're
dead out there - you know
cheerleaders are supposed
to cheer on the crowds even if
we're losing like last weekend. If y_ou have dead cheer"ii
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women. Moving right along.
Ms. Russell choreographs
all the routines while the

~~1~P a\~a~d~:~w~·~t'_;. ·~~p~"- :~~~~~dth~~~~~v~hr~~tth~~fi°e
There are no limits on how
many cheerleaders can make
the squad but a point system
is incorporated in fht:,· judging. A cut off point is made
and whoever wins a certain
percentage makes the squad.
After a cheerleader has been
on the team for two years she
no longer has to audition.
This season .there are 12
cheerleaders and one
alternate.
There are restriction.s,
however, in the cheerleader's·
life. No smoking and.drinking·
in uniform before or during··
the game is allowed. If .the
cheerleader fails to come to
practice then she cannot
cheer the following game.
Dating football players is
another matter as Ms. Russell
explains, "What we try to
enforce is a non-said policy
of going out every night picking out a different football
player -- that's something we.
try not to do. That gives us a
bad reputation." And what
about reporters? "Go for it!"
exclaims Ms. Munro followed
by huge laughter from both

years. The cheers are crucial
as Ms. Russell explains that
they "are always connected
with the game. If somebody
makes a first down - first and
ten, do it again! If they go to
kick - block that kick! Defensive cheers, offensive cheers,
touchdown cheers! Basically
we always have to keep an
eye out on the game. We're
always telling the football
players 'Sit down! We can't
see!"
Ms. Munro quickly adds,
·''And you can't rely on the
scoreboard either because
they can't keep that little football straight!"
The only time the cheer.leaders restrain from cheering is when there is an injured
player. All the cheerleaders,
out of respect, kneel down to
signal everyone to be quiet.
One of the problems Ms.
Munro encountered as a
cheerleader was with the
Homecoming game 3 years
ago. "It was sleeting and
Cheryl made us cheer and I
remember a lof. of us got
really sick that game. You fig-

ure we're out in a skirt and
you're drenched and just
soaked. The crowd's gone.

'(q1,1're

q~eeringl

tq .rna,y,be . 4

to 5 parents. ft was just silly to
stay out there." During the
first game this season one
cheerleader fell while a
mount was being prepared
resulting in minor injuries.
The cheerleaders in the
past have received little feedback but th is year the fans are
more positive. Ms. Munro
points out that "What's nice is
when you see a group of girls
clapping for you. You don't
usually- get response from
girls -- usually guys 'We want
splits! We want cartwheels!'
But when you see a group of
girls crap you know you're
doing okay."
Recently Athletic Director
Bo Ruggiero sent out letters
to the cheerleaders' parents
commending the girls on
their enthusiasm and their
bringing back the school
spirit. The girls did have trouble with the previous athletic
director Harry Lehmann. As
Ms. Munro states "He was
very negative. He djdn't like
us, didn't think we ware capable of doing anything. But Bo
seems to have a lot of confidence in us. It's a nice

feeling."
When asked which professional cheerleaders the cocapta in~ acjrr,ii.red. Ms.:
Russell answered that sfi·e'·
pays more attention to the
games. Ms. Munro, f:lowever,
sides with the Patriots. "As
far as outfits go, the Patriots,
even though they wear leotards, are much more conservative." Ms. Munro feels that
cheerleaders that wear little
bikinis where the stomach
shows or very sexy outfits
should not be in a professional football game because
the fans are drunk and if
you're wearing an outfit that
basically covers nothing then
it's ju~t going to cause·
problems."
Neither of the co-captains
plan to pursue cheerleading
as a career but Ms. Munro is
currently doing an internship
with the Patriots in publicity.
Some changes the cheerleaders would like to see in
the future is more school
spirit. The big event is Homecoming and during that weekend the cheerleaders will be
performing at the Sigma Chi·
Bon-fire. So while the cheerleaders are cheering the
game why not cheer the
cheerleaders? Cheers!
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A Day At The Faire
;c.:.

,

by Denise M. Wallace

· I entered the realm of the
King Richard's Renaissance
_Faire early on a Saturday
.morning, with ten of my high
school-aged acting students
and my friend Carol. We had
given up our Saturday morning sleep to chaperone a field
trip to the Faire. After paying
all the fees, gathering up the
students and signing all my
receipts; I must admit, I was
feeling less than adventurous.
"Well, here we are," I said
to Carol. "Let's make the
most of it." I decided to enter
·the dusty faire grounds with
the spirit of my teen-aged
charges. They were wide
open to experiencing a new.old kind of entertainment.
As I walked around the
grounds for the first time, I
was a bit intimidated. I felt as
if I was avoiding the moonies
at the airport while scurrying
.past countless fruit sellers
and craft venders. When I
'finally shed my twentieth
Ce n tu r y s k e pt i c is m , ·1
became part of the fantasy
that is the King Richard's
Faire. I was bombarded with
· images from the past. Everything was done to bring the
modern visitor into the 15th
Century, or thereap.outs.
The Characters dwelling in
the kingdom were the enter.taining of the many aspects.
There was every imaginable
personage; from the King
Richard and the Royal Fam-

ily, to the evil Lord Blackwell spans. The performances
and his henchmen, to the were designed to bring the
Phantom Pirate, the gypsies, audience into the act, but this
the sorceresses and
is not to say that the shy
wenches, right on down to audience member didn't
Gor, the Town Idiot. All of the enjoy the circuses, gypsy
King's subjects reguarded dancers, jesters and acting
modern visitors as neigh- troupes.
I was attracted to the
bors. We were included in
their everday goings on. In Shored itch Theatre to watch
fact, when one of my charges the brothers RougueOafan
tried to buy a wench for one Fool. While we walked by,
of his friends, he found him- Oaf, in his wonderfully childself facing arrest by the She- like way, struck up a converriff of the land. A bit of quick sation with me.
thinking and fast talking got
"Mistress? ... " he said. "Art
him out of that situation, but thou married?"
"No", I answered, a bit
he could not escape a sermon by the preacher on the reluctantly at first.
"Well then, thou had best
evils of the flesh.
Behind every twisted tree be aware of my brother, for
there lurked a new sight; a he loves unmarried women."
minstrel here, a tight rope Then he added, "Almost as
walker there, and a beggar or much as the marries one."
two for color (and may I ad
We walked for a bit and I
that the beggars certainly cametofindoutthathewasa
were colorful.) I had heard member of a performing
tell of the beggar's mud show troupe comprised of three
and I had to yield to my brothers; Rougue, Oaf and
arroused curiosity. Who can Fool. Fool was the one to
resist the lure of a good mud beware of. He was a fool of
show and all the delightful love.
The RougueOfanFool
grotesqueness that accompanies it. As I sat there watch- show was an exciting one.
ing the audience pay to Oaf provided the innocent
watch three young men humor and audience rapport,
jumping, rolling, eating and while Rougue a~d Fool pergargling (yes, gargling) with · formed with swords, knaves
mud; r had to ask myself why I and twelve foot whips. Much
to my horror, a girl from my
bothered to go to college.
The theatrical offerings field trip volunteered to a~sist

the other field trippers, "The~
re'll be more room in your
Volkswagen on the ride
home."
Until now, I had successfully avoided the Hawkers.
Now I was hungry. How to eat
linch cheaply was my sole
concern. I felt much like a
customer at a shoe store with
vulture-like sales people, but
I paid a lot less than I had
expected to. The management was considerate of their
captive clientele when drawing up the prices of refreshment. The -quality was pretty
good. I dined on shrimp and
Cornish Spud Curls (which is
a fancy name for french
fries.)
Unfortunately, we finished
out lunch too late to catch the
daily joust. That's okay, I
don't suppose that I'd have
enjoyed watching grown
men try to knock each other
off horses with long metal
poles. Call me a pacifist.
I soon found myself being
pulled in anouther direction.
Another of my students was
rattling on about how I
needed to meet someone.
The next thing I know, I'm
explaining to the Sheriff, the
reasons why he needn't
arrest me. Had r not been
trained in improvisational
acting I would surely have
been awaitng trial a the

the need to defend it here and
now. In response to the first
statement, ofcourseit'scommercial, what isn't these
days. It was like a game for
me, a challenge. The conniving employees tried to fiberate my money from me, while
I gleened every scrap of
entertainment from them.
Aside from paying admission
any buying lunch, I didn't
spend a red cent.
As far as the· authenticity
goes, who relly cares? Oh,
don't get m·e wrong, I love
history and a trip to the
Museum of Fine Arts is one of
my favorite takes. But, the
average Joe who. takes the
station wagon down to
Carverforthedayisnotthere
for scholarly research. For
the most part the costuming
was of the general period.
Whilethespeechandmanner
was sometimss less than
believable, it is all in the spirit
of escapist fun.
For seven dollars, you can
take a short vacation from the
Age of Technology and
spend the entire day being
entertained any/or entertaining yourself. Not a high price
to pay, considering a trip to
the movies runs four or five
dollars, and the everage fair
there is teenage sex trash. If
you can make it down to
Carver before the Faire
1 -wer&"·'·Oet"1'tmendabfe:•··~~Phf,,.;i;p;1'3,e ''"''''~fi&01:nr.t-l'~e1,,4M,,bJi$4t'44A·ia~~~ ;--·• · t(fRg!,s,1,i!.~Q~ttt'!:ti1y·•11,•J~Mti'J~~'~'1iJ,)l.ett'ar:. :sr'"''·:el10$es.••··.·-·,for·········the. · ·seas:on,on•·. .
quality didn't impress you~ she stood holding a ten inch way to top off the day's
Columbus Day Weekend
the quantity and variety had pretzle at her trembling arms excitement.
(though it has been rumored
The f7air,e has been criticthat it'll be extended one
to. Every half hour there were length, waiting for Fool to
more weekend) I don't think
at least six different show to crack it in half with his whip. I ized by some for being too
choose from something for held my breath.
commercial, and by others you'll be disappointed. I give
"Well Denise." said one of for not being authentic. I feel
it one big HUZZAH!
even the shortest of attention

A Chilling Look At College Buddies
once shared for each other.
After graduating from college all the members of this
group became very successfu I, making good money. In
college they were all a group
of idealistic, non-conformist
students, but with success,
however, they had to become
members of the establishment. This is what created an
underlying feeling of
unhappiness in their lives
that appears throughout the
movie.
Alex is the exception. He
By Paul Foster
apparently could not become
successful and deal with realFacing· reality seems to be
ity and took his own life.
the plight of the eight actors
Karen, (Jo Beth Williams}
who make up the major part
who is married and has a couof the cast in the film The Big
ple of kids, feels stymied by
Chill." Seven of. the eight
living with Richard (Don Galused to live together while in
loway) and wants to live with
college and over time, ·lost
Sam (Tom Berenger), a Holcontact with each other until
lywood actor, who left his
reunited at the funeral of one
wife because he was bored.
of their former housemates,
Meg (Mary Kay Place) is. a
(Alex), who committed
lawyer who has yet to be marsuicide.
ried. She, too, suffers from an
Once the funeral is over,
u nf u Ifilled life because she is
the setting is the _home of
unable to. find the.right man.
Harold (Kevin Kline) and
Sarah (Glenn Close), two The thing she wants is a baby
and sets out to get herself
members of the college
pregnant before she leaves
group, where the rest decide
Harold and Sarah's home.
to plunk themselves for the
Nick (William Hurt) conweekend to relive old times,
along with Alex's girlfriend tinued to suffer from his
brush with reality. He is a
Chloe. What happens the
next few days is a reestab- Vietnam veteran who has a
lishment of the caring they serious drug problem that

"The Big Chill" is directed by
Lawrence Kasdan; Produced
by Michael Shamberg; the
editor is Carol Littleton; written by Lawrence Kasdan and
Barbara Benedek. The film
:.:~~::::.::,::::::,:.:,::::::. . :~=::,:::::~".'.".::_~;~:: stars are Tom Berenger,
Glenn Close, Jeff Go/db/um,
William Hurt, Kevin Kline,
Mary Kay Place, Meg Tilly
Jobeth Williams and Don
Ga/loway. Now playing in
suburban theaters everywhere.
····"'·-~-~,-.,~·M":'"'"'·

Lawrence Kasdan Is the director and co-writer
of "The Big Chill"

gets him 'in trouble with the
police.
The movie shows the
actors discussing recollections of their college years
and how different they were
then, as compared to theway
they. are now. They all feel
like they are back in college
again, with the absence of
Alex, which to them is still a.
question in their mind as to
why he took his own life.
Chloe (Meg Tilly), Alex's girlfriend, looked like an outcast
because she is not a part of
the original group.
The Big Chill is a comedy
with numerous dramatic
moments interspersed
throughout the movie. The
acting by all members of the
castis excellent, with no one
character putting on a star
performance.
Lawrence Kasdan does an
excellent job ~directing the
film in bringing out the overall theme that while in college
the character had no idea
what reality was going to be ..
like. After loosing the security of college their lives
become very unhappy and .
unfulfilled. It shows that college is not a true adaptation
of real life and the thought of
having to face it upon graduation is enough to send a
chill dow·n any college stude.nt's back.
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A Night At The Fiesta

By Jeffrey M. Linehan
Bravo to the Student Union
Program Committee for
bringing a truly first-rate
class act here to Bridgewater
State College. On Thursday,
September 29th at 8:00 p.m., ··
a
disappointingly . small
audience at the Stu dent
Auditorium
was
· Union
exposed to an hour and a half
of exhilirating fast-paced
action that had the~ whole
place toe-tapping and handctapping. No, Willie Nelsor;)
wasn't there, but Ramon de
los Reyes and his Spanish
Dance Theatre. was. Yes,
Spanish dance-castanets,
beautiful costumes, dashing
hombres, and sexy-senoritas,
all of which added up to an
extremely enjoyable night
out.
In the opening number,
Ramon and his leading lady,
both dressed in late 1SOO's
European style, meet in the
park on a sunny afternoon.
Attracted by the young woman's elegance, the captivated
suitor sets out to prove himself worthy .of her companionship by showing his skill
and
grace
in
dance.

Impressed by his determina- and ears.
tion, the wooed senorita joins
For the second half of the
her in dance and they both show, eight chairs were
frolic about, even staging a placed center stage, two in
playful bullfight. The care- the middle for a guitarist and
free young lovers are brought a singer. The troupe took
back down to earth when a their seats and proceeded to
light afternoon thunderstorm turn the Student Union Audinterrupts their fun, and they itorium into a festive Spanish
leave in each others arms. holiday. Dressed in vivid
The lure and charm of this. authentic Spanish clothing
number. had me anq count- rich
in
heritage,
each
less other hopefess roman- member of the troupe joined
tics
in
the · audience in on the singing and clapmesmerized.
ping and cheering until the
However, the adrenalin grand finale where the
soon began to flow with the dancers paired off and joined
next few numbers. A lone together in a magnificently
female dancer in a striking choreographed extravablack
lace dress
then ganza.
appeared and proceeded to · Upon leaving the Student
' dance up a storm, keeping Union, I expected to step out .
rhythm with hecclicking cas- onto a moonlit cobblestone
tanets. Two male dancers street somewhere in Madrid.
then joined her, each .com- Reflecting on the evening,
peting against each other for the only thing I thought missher favors. Eventually, the ing was a larger audience. I
whole troupe was out on sincerely hope that the
stage executing ..an intense S.U.P.C. will not ·be discourassault on the senses. Daz- aged by the small turnout for
zling and vibrant Spanish _ this affair. Bridgewater State·
_costumes, seven bodies mov- .College needs more cultural
ing in unison, and the perfect and ethnic events of this
tempo kept by their E$tomping calibarto broaden a student's
feet,· combined to create a scope of 'the world around
bountiful feast for the eyes him. OLE!

Photo: Elizabeth Norton

Photo: Chris Harwood
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By Mark Pimenta

Stay Tunedt

_ Drawing: Brian Pimenta

Welcome to the first installment of Stay Tuned. As you
can probably guess from the
title, this will be a series of
articles dealing with the
t_welve to twenty inch screen.
But, this will not be your typical review column. There will
be editorials on television
. along with a look back at pre. v_ious programs which have
gone on to rerun heaven. But,
':...enough of this, now for our
first episode.
Laura Holt creates an
imaQinary boss as the head of
her· ·~detective ageh cy to
• attract more clients. You see,
Laura's previous agency, set
up in her name, went out of
business; Enter a charming
con man who has come to
steal an expensive jewel that
Laura's agency is protecting.
In the process, our con man
is mistaken for the head of
Laura's agency and this is the
beginning of · an uneasy
alliance. Welcome to the first
episode of Remington Steele.
NBC aired the first episode
of Remington Steele last Fall
on Friday -night at 10 p.m.
Now you are probably asking
yourself why is he reviewing
a show that started last Fall?
Because this year, it is almost
an entirely new show. When
Remington Steele was
renewed for this Fall, NBC
. made some noticable and
very smal I changes in the series. For one, they got rid of
Bernice Fox (Janet DeMay),
the agency's secretary, and
Murphy Michaels (James
Reed), Laura's associate and
Steele's competition for Laura's affections. Then, they

announced that they were
going to make the stories less
complicated, easier to follow
These two statements made
me a little worried. The actors
leaving had, to me, seemed
the dumbest move they could
have don~. Anyone could
have played Bernice Fox, but
James Read who played
Murphy Michaels was an
integral part of the series. He
was the one who was always
mistrustful of Steele and
waiting for the moment
when, in Murphy's opinion,
he would show his true
colors. Besides, the rivalry
between Murphy and Steele
could have been the center of
some excellent episodes.
The only reasoning I could
come up with for this move
was that they wanted to progress Laura and Remington's
relationship.
Then when NBC said they
were making the stories less
complicated, I thought that
was it for the show. Whenever
they change the script writing, nine times out often the
show is canceled at the close
of the year. One of the original things that drew me to the
show was .the complicated
scripts. It was enjoyable to sit
·arid try to discover who dunnit. Sometimes the scripts
would throw a few curves at
you, so that your deduction
would be quite different from
the correct solution. In
essence, it was fun to be
wrong about the story's
conclusion.
So, trying to keep an ppen
mind, I tuned intothefirsttwo
hour episode this season.
When the show started, I
noticed a couple of other

changes, slight, but there.
The lighting and music '
seemed to be brighter. The
only way I can explain it is
this. The first season's style
seemed to be like the style of
the detective movies in the
1940's & SO's. The music and
lighting was moody and suspensefu I. You know, the kind.
that gave you the feeling that
danger lurked around every
corner. As the show progresses, we find that they
have entered a new character
to take the place of Bernice
(who has left the agency to
hook up with a jazz band) and
Murphy (who has started his
own detective agency.) She
is Mildred Krebs played by
Doris Roberts. It goes like
this: Laura receives a tuna
wrapped in an Acapulco
newspaper, stuffed with dia'- ·
monds. While this is happening, Mildred pays a visit fo the
Remington Steele Detective ·
Agency. She is a IRS auditor
who has come to find out why ·
the IRS has no nrecord of
Steele's tax form. With that, .
Laura and Remington hop a
plane to Mexico with Mildred·
hot on their heels.
When the show was over, I .·
was greatly surprised. I actu- ·
ally did not mind all the.
changes. The chemistry
between Laura (Stephanie
Zimbalist) and Remington(Pierce Brosman) is still .
working despite all _the
changes. ·1 am not quite sure
if Mildred Krebs fits in with .
the scheme of the show, but
the only thing to -do is to
watch and see what happens.
In the the long run, I think ·
Remington Steele is an iron clad winner for NBC.
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Bob Smith's

Calendar

Trivia Tester
RULES

Shivers
October 14 fr.om 9 - 1 in the Rat
Loose Caboose

8 - 12 in the Ballroom. All ages welcome. Tickets $2.50
I

I~\

Comedian In the Rat
8 - 9:30 followed by The New Models from 9:30 -12. Tickets
$3.00
Halloween Costume Party w/ The Feds
8 - 12 in the Ballroom. Prizes! Tickets $2.50 in advance. $3.00
day of the show.

~l

1. Prizes for soMng trivia questions are two movie tickets to
each winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres.
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noon
on the Wednesday following the issue date. Only one entry per
contestant. Comment employees are inelegible.
3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can
afford, so when there are more than two winners we'll have a
lottery.
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students,
faculty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the
Comment Secretary behyeen the hours of 9a.m. to 2p.m. A
valid l.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should
include the answers, your name,· address and telephone
number.
5. Winners will be· notified in the next issue of The Comment.
6. Not all questions need to be answered in order to enter the
contest and winners will be indicated by the number of correct
answers. It is possible,to only get one question right and still
win unless, of course, someone else does better.

CONTEST NUMBER THREE:
1_! How many floors are in the Empire State Building? (34th
Street and 5th Avenue, N.Y.C.)
2. What was Carter's first name in the TV series, Hogan's
Heroes?
3. Who were the three men in a tub in the nursery rhyme?
4. How many members are there on a Canadian football team?
5. What was the nickname of British fashion model Lesley
Hornby? (She starred in the 1971 movie The Boy Friend)
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER TWO ARE:
David Denehamp and Dan Dancy
There were 22 entries last week and six entr;es had all the
correct answers. The winners of the tickets were chosen by
i :;,,;:
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By Robert Flynn

Thursday the 6th
Inn-Square· Mens Bar Inman Square Cam-·
bridge - I saw Ti/' Tuesday's listing in the paper
about four mon~hs ~go and thought that the band
theY; were opening for was going to be at the club
until Tuuesday. That mistake doesn't happen any
more now that they came out of nowhere to put a
single on the radio (Love In a Vacuum) and win the .
rock n' roll rumble. They play nice dance/new
wave kind of stuff. I like the lead singers hair. They
are appearing with The Young Ratioryals.
Locally, Boys Life is playing at Scotch n'
Sounds, Westgate Mall Brockton. I'm listing this
gi9. because a lot of people like them and alot of
cntics like them and because nothing else is happening tonight. Personally, I think they are lousy. I
saw them about a year ago and they got booed off
the stage. These are the facts -- you decide.
Friday the 7
The Rat 328 Comm. ave Kenmore Square- The
Lyres Have another record out (I Want To Help
You Ann). Their sound is kind of hard to describe,
but it's· good rock. With Classic Ruins, kind of a
intrumental punk (The Ventures meet Black
Flag?).
,
Jonathan Swifts 30 J.F.K. St. Harvard Square,
Cambridge, - Robert Gordon really started the
great rockibilly revival rip-off, (Fire) but did it better than most. Kind of like George Jones on drugs.
With The Del Fuegos.
Saturday the 8th
Inn-. Square Mens Bars l.nman Square Cambrid. ge
- The Trademarks had a single (It's Up To You) a .
while ago. ·vou might remember it - maybe not.
They play what sounds like British pop. There fun
- go ,see them.
Scotch n' Sounds Westgate Mall Brockton. David
r.lo with The Logistics Fun - Fun - Fun- but it costs

-;1.so.

See you in_clubland

tions to the ,winners and all who correctly,, answered the
questions.
· The answers to last week's questions are:
1. Red Sea, Black Sea, White Sea(in Europe), Yellow Sea
(Asia), and the Coral Sea.

2. Rikki- Tikki- Tavi
. 3. James Naismith

4. Dollar
5. Pete Malloy, Jim Reed

Sean Connery
is
James Bond in the film
"Never Say Never Again"
Opens Frli.tay -
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Seniors: What Will You Be
Doing This Time Next Year?
CPP office has scheduled the
each step with you offering
assistance along the way. It is following Job Search Technot an easy process to secure nique workshops- stop by for
aschedule,Tuesday, Dec. 6th
the position you want upon
at 3pm.
graduation. So why not utilStep 2: Resume- A resume
ize all the advantages that are
available to you and the sup- only gets you the interview,
you get the job, but if you
port of individuals trained to
don't get a chance to interhelp? The staff of the CPP
view, you'll never get the job.
office would be glad to help
It is not too early to begin
you. with the following job
thinking about making a draft
procurement steps.
of your resume. You will want
Step 1: job folder- Seniors
to have it avai Iable to send as
should begin now developing
early as Feb. 1st so a Dec.
a J.L.F. which is a place to
deadline is not too early for
keep all possible job Jeads,
the first class resume.
contracts, addresses, comNumerous workshops in
panies, school systems,
influential friends, news-· resume writing are offered by
the CPP office- stop by for a
paper clippings, anything
that will help you to - schedule. Individual appointments can also be made.
remember where to send
Step 3: Cover Letter- A cover
your resume whe·n it comes
letter is to a resume what
time to apply. Getting your
peanut-butter is to jelly, Batresume ready to send· is not
man is to Robin. and turkey is
difficult; where to appropto Thanksgiving - they
riately send it is,. and a fat
J.L.F. is a valuable asset
Continued on page 9
come April and May. The

By Bruce Tamtyn

~.

1

11

Most seniors have thought
about what they would like to
be doing this time next year.
The question is, will these
plans and thoughts become a
reality? There is, of course,
no guarantee, but there are
some specific steps one can
take now that would help
insure that ptans for employment become literally a contract reality.
Another way of approaching the title question is, will
you be able to select what
you want to be doing next
year, or will you have to settle
for what you end up doing?
Again, there are steps that
help promote the assurance
of being able to select the
positions you want.
What are these steps? They
are simple, straightforward,
require some time, and they
are free. And best of all, there
is someone willing to walk

~.'.,

··1'alll
The Student Union Program Committee announces a
faculty lecture, Tuesday, October 11th at 7:00 pm in the
Bridgewater Dining Room. Dr. Michal Kryzonic, of the Political Science Dept, wifl :speak on Central America: What it
Means to You.
We invite you to come and learn about this vital topic in an
informal setting. It is hoped this will be the first of a series of
faculty lectures.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

YOU'VE GOT TO PLAY

HARDBALL

Social Work Dept.
To Hold
Accreditation Party

WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER

THAT'S WHY
NSA OFFERS
YOU THESE
EXCITING
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

LINGUISTS

THE REWARDS

There are opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ranging from individual
equiprru1mts to vary
complex interactive
system• involving large
numbers of
microproceHon, mini·
computers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhance~
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professional~ and through
clntacts in the industrial
and academic worldi.
Fai:llities for engineering
analyJis and design
automation ar.e among the
best available.

At NSA you'll di5cover one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
. with ·almost every major
vendor of computer
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixt1Jres of. such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design, scientific~
applications programming,
data. base management
5ystems, operating
systems, computer
networking/security, and
graphics.

NSA offer,s t1 .wide range
of challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian language majors
involving translation,
transcription and analysis/
reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on
receiving advanced training
in their primary language( s)
and can plan on many
years of continued
professional growth.

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that'$
truly competitive with
private industry. There are
assignments for those who
wish to travel and
abundant good li'1ing in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational and
educational opportunities
are just minutes oway
fro"1 NSA's convenient
suburban· location.

MA THEMATICS
You'll work on diverse-·
aQ•ncy problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines •. Specific
assignments might indude
solving communicationsrelated problems,
performing long-range
~athematical research or
. evaluating new techniques
for .communications
iecurity.

AT NSA

To find out more
abo.ut NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information
on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G. Meade,
·Maryland 20755.

The Soci·arworkdepartment and the administration of Bridgewater State College will hold
an Accreditation Party on Monday, October
24, .1983 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the Heritage
Room of the Maxwell Library on campus. All
college faculty and administrators are invited,
as well as BSC social work majors along with
field supervisors. Any students who are interested in majoring in social work are also invited
to attend. Refreshments will be served.
The party is being held to celebrate the
accreditatton of the Social Work program by
the Council on Social Work Education,. the
national accrediting body of both Bachelor of
Social Work (BSW) and Master of Social Work
(MSW) programs. The CSWE accrediting team
. visited the college in April to assess the pro•
gram and met with faculty, students, field
supervisors, and administrators. Prior to their
visit, the faculty wrote an extensive Self-Study
of the program.
The accreditation of the program has
already had positive Qonsequences for two
people· from the programJhis past May. Carmen Constable and Paul Comeau have been
accepted as graduate students in the MSW
program· of Boston University and have been
given a year's advanced standing in a two-year
program of, study. Because they graduated
from an accredited SSW program, they will be
allowed their MSW study in one year rather
than the usual two. This will also save them a
considerable amount of money.

"On Nov.17th,
adopt a friend
·who smokes:'

Iy .

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougherto lose.·

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

'

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIE1Y'

.SENIORS (Cont. from page 8)
always go together. A good
cover letter brings a resume
to life and helps it to be
placed in the contact file, and
not the compact file; Cover
letters are discussed, and
examples shared in the
resume workshop spoken
about above.
Step 4: Credential Files Your Credential file includes
a biographical sketch of
yourself, your references,
and possibly a transcript. It is
kept in the CPP office, and
can serve as a life time
resource for you if you wish.
Potential employees almost
always use credentials, files
and/or references to see
what others have said about
your work. There is no time
like the present to start this
process. It takes approxi-·
mately 6 weeks to put
together a good credential
packet, and they are on sale
now at your local CPP office.
Stop in and pick one up.
Come April 18th when Professor Hisslebottom has 47
references to write, and you
are number 45, you'll be glad
you gave it to him now.
Step 5: Interviewing - You've
tracked down the address for
the company/school system.
you want to work for, and
you've sent them your cover
letter and resume. Two
weeks pass. It is Tuesday
afternoon and you are watching General Hospital when
the phone rings. It is Mr~.
Blasfamous from XYZ Com-

pany/School. They want you
to come for an interview of
Thursday, the day after
tomorrow. "Oh, no, on Thursday!! I don't know what to
wear, what I should say if
they ask me about my "D" in
Spanish, or why there is an
unaccou.ntable year in my
resume. I hope I don't blow
it." You won't if you are prepared. There are do's and
don'ts when interviewing,
and the workshop specifically on interviewing skills
(sponsored by the CPP
office) can help you polish
your style.
Interviewing workshop
dates are:
Thursday, October 13,
3:15 p.m.
Tuesday, November 15,
1:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 8,
1:30 p.m.
Well, by now you are probably getting the idea that the
folks at the CPP office,
located on the ground floor
of the Student Union Building, are in your corner and
are trying harder. We want
you to fly the friendly skies,
and believe that you deserve
a piece of the rock.
Why not.stop by and see for
yourself. We can help ensure
graduation not only celebrates getting your degree,
but also help see that your
degree begins working for
you. Remember you worked
hard for it.

Donald M. Hadge, Esq.
SGA Attorney
O.ctober Offic~ . Hourfl.", .
3-7 p.m.
Thursday, October 4
3-7 p.m.
Thursday, October 6
Tuesday, October 11
3-7 p.m.
Wednesday, October 12 3-7 p.m.
3-7 p.m.
Tuesday, October 18
Wednesday, October 19 3-7 p.m.
3-7 p.m.
Tuesday, October 25
Thursday, October 27
3-7 p.m.
Please feel free to contact Attorney Hadge at his office if
necessary: 326-2424.

Bridgewater

F amiiy Day Care
We're always available, we're
reasonable, and we provide
fantastic child care.
Call 697-2168

.....-.... ....-.. ....-.. .._.. ..-.. ..............
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·~oup & Sandwiches

t
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t
t
t THE SCOOP ·t
t
AT BACKROADS
t
t
t
t
Starting October 11th

Chili'. 'l Days a Week

'·

Clam Chowder every Friday.

'

Half Sandwich & Soup $2.95

'

Home made apple pie & chocolate layer cake

'

'

Bakery fresh bread

'

t
t
t

For further infdrmafon give us a call

·

' .

. 697-9456

'

t:

Open Daily 11:30 a.m.

t

14 Summer Street
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60 Students Turn Out
For MASSPIRG
which is threatening our
forests and lakes. MASS. Sixty enthusiastic stu- PIRG will" be working to
dents, anxious to effect araise awareness of the probsocial change in the state and lem and to make elected officommunity, turned out at the cials take a stand on this
Green Room last Thursday dangerous problem.
BSC will also be working
for the initial meeting of the
Bridgewater State chapter of on another crucial environmental problem: that of
MASSPIRG.
MASSPIRG, the Massa- hazardous waste dumps.
chusetts Pub! ic Interest Chair Chuck Callahan and
Group, active on.17 chapters his group will be. examining
across the state, had over 650 , one of the most critical and
students present at the initial immediate environmental
problems today. Proof of this
campus meeting last week.
Judy Budnik, acting chair- is that in the twenty mile
person of the BSC chapter radius surrounding Bridge•
.welcomed the students and water, there are eight sites·
expressed the chairs of the known to be toxic waste
four projects BSC .PIRG· will dumping grounds, in9luding
concentrate on this semes- one in Bridgewater itself.
For those students interter.
Chuck Phillips presented ·ested in consumer interests,
the. investigative proje~t on the fourth project, a consuused cars, which will exam- mer hotline and smalJ.claims
.ine the deals often promised court advisory service, will be
on apparent bargain autos. set up in the PIRG office.
The used car group, headed. Steve Mello will. be chairing
by Patrice Maloney, aims to the project and it Will be
strengthen rules and regula- beneficial to the community
as an aid to d,ealing with con,.
tions for used cars.
Phillips will be co-chairing sumer rip-offs, cutting red
the acid rain project$ with tape, and using small claims
Fran Williams. Acid rain is a court to your benefit.
The students at the Thurs.:.
major envirpnmental problem in the U.S. and Canada day. meeting also heard ·a
By Bonnie Bowden

r~~~~:1

KARATE
Fred Villari's.Studios

of Self Defense

COLLEGE STUDENT SPECIAL
enroll in October for
only $8.00/wk. with BSC I.D.
341 Broad St. (Rt 18) after McDona/ds •· Bridgewater

speech from Elise Jacques,
the Eas'tern Massachusetts
campus coordinator
for
MASSPrRG. Jacques stressed the importance of being
aware and getting involved in
the world around us. She
gave a brief overview of PIRG
and how it can make
changes, most notably with
the bottle bill. Interestingly,
Bridgewater had the biggest
turnout at their first meeting
than any other state school
(except UMASS-Amherst}.
This proves according to
Jacques "that students aren't
as apathetic as many people
think and they do care."
MASS Pl RG at Bridgewater
State promises to be an exiting and informative action
group stressing accomplishment, education, and fun. It is
not too late to join; anyone
interested should drop by the
PIRG office which is in the
campus organizations room
of the Student Union. Projects have already kicked off
and there is a lot of work to
do.
So whatever your interests:
consumer affairs, environmental concerns, or an interest in t.h~.world around you,
come JOm MASSPIRG and
make a rlifferencA

697 -2996

II
I

How in the World

Do You

i

Choos~ a .Career? I ·

' The phone number' was incorrect.
The correct number is 697-1328

j

i-.-·-·~. -·-··-·1-··-·-·.J
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On Being A College
Freshman

By Janet Coffey

It was a hot and humid day
one short month ago today.
As I moved into my dorm, I
looked carefully around,
wondering how many of
these students were freshmen such as myself.
Although I spotted a few
familiar faces, ;t was apparerrt to me from the warm,
friendly smiles exchanged by
people, I was destined to
make many new friends during my freshman year here at
Bridgewater State College.
As I made my way- to my
room on the second floor, I
was greeted by my roommate
and her parents. My roommate was one of the few
familiar faces I recognized
that day. We met at the orientation for the freshmen held
in June and we kept in touch
over the summer. From here
on in, it looked like a great
four yea rs together as
'-..,, roommates.
''-, After getting settled in, we
'attended the various advising
meetings, depending on
what our majors were. Here
we were instructed on how to
temporarily solve schedule
conflicts and have the
chance to learn about basic
college policies as well as
meet our advisors.
It was now time to get a
nourishing meal and relax a
bit. My roommate and I concurred that a good night's
sleep
was a necessary
ele'
.
~

:

-

ment in getting through our
first day of college, unsure of
what was in·store tor us.
Finding and getting to my
8:00 class on time was a project in itself. As I tried to discreetly enter the class at 8:15,
the teacher turned and
expressed a look of forgiveness, realizing that r was a
freshman. I managed to find
all my classes that day, with a
great deal of help. I took great
care in listening to what my
teachers' expectations were

and how these expectations
coincided with my personal
career goals.
The day had finally come to
a close. After my many new
acquaintances with classmates and teachers, I discovered that an adjustment
must be made to accomodate
the college life. I hope that
each college fresh man is as
eager as myself to explore .
and take advantage of the
vast opportunities available
to them at Bridgewater.

Chi Alpha Cares
Chi Alpha. Do these words
ring a beU? There seems to be
some confusion about the
meaning' of these words.
Some think we are a fraternity. Wrong, but not completely! We do offer the type
of support that a fraternity
offers its members. Chi Alpha
is a charismatic Christian fellowship whose Greek name
(from christou Apostoloi)
means "CHrist's sent ones". It
offers support and fellowship, and members consider
each other. ':brothers" and
"sisters".
,
Our members come from a
wide variety of religious
backgrounds, and we all
grow together, learni.ng from

each other in our pursuit of
the Christian lifestyle. One
way we do this is through our
small groups, in which a few
people meet to share on an
individual basis. This semester will be filled with activities
such as movies, a coffee
house, a retreat to Cape Cod,
and nights of simply getting
together for fun.
You can keep an eye out tor
special events, as you pass
our bulletin board next to the
Bookstore. Most of all, we
invite you to join us. We meet
Thursdays at 11 :00 am (free
hour) in the Plymouth Room
across from the Information
Booth in the Student Union.
..se.e you there!·

FLY THE .;:FINEST

1111 • •

Stay at a top class hotel for just $60? It's true.
We've slashed the regular weekday rate at
Stouffer's Bedford Glen Hotel a whopping
40% on weekends. That's great news for
grads expecting out-of-town family and friends.
Great location, too, just 30 minutes from
Boston. Great facilities, including indoor pool,
in and outdoor tennis. Complimentary HBO,
morning coffee and newspaper. Casual or
elegant dining. Now, stay first class any Friday,
· Saturday or Sunday (subject to availabilities).
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
(617) 27 5-5500. .
Or toll-free

800/325-5000.

WITH THE FINEST

GUARANTEED FLIGHT TRAINING
UNDERGRADUATES - QUALIFY NOW AND TRAIN SUM'V\ERS AT MARINE CORPS OFFICER
CANDIDATE SCHOOL FOR A COMMISSION AS A SECOND.LIEUTENANT UPON GRADUATI9N FROM BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE.
r
AVIATION GUARANTEES - THE CORPS IS LOOKING FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO CAN
QUALIFY FOR OUR FLIGH'f TRAINING PROGRAMS. IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE THE
"RIGHT STUFF"., BOTH TO SUCCEED AT OUR OFFICER TRAINING AND THEN AT NAVAL FLIGH'f TRAINING· THEN CALL OR VISIT YOUR rlARINE CORPS OFFICER SELEC~
TION OFFICER. EARN ONE OF OUR FLIGHT PROGRAfVl.OPTIONS WHILE STILL IN
SCHOOL.
STOP BY AND TALK WITH CAPTAIN .IACK BUCKING1~~'1..i r·1ARINE CORPS OFFICER SELCTION OFFICER AT THE BooKSTORE 12., 13 OR 14 0cTOBER OR CALL COLLECT
451-3(1)9 OR 451-3011.

......J'~iiilllic><R?....m:mi,m.e""'n...t _ _ _.,.
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More Rathskellar hours are
being scheduled for OUTREACH/OASIS meetings.
We're planning on October
18 and 19 .from 11 :00 a.m. to
1 :00 p.m. It's a bring-yourown-lunch, and join us in fascinating conversation day.
One vitally important issue
to be addressed is the election of officers. Because we
have to run a split (as it were)
meeting, ballots will be
printed with plenty of write-in
space for floor nominations.
So now we'll be looking for
ballot nominations. Any
OUTREACH student who
may desire to fill the position
of president, vice-president,
secretary, or treasurer,

I

please leave a name in the
OUTREACH office (Grove.I
Street Building) by Friday,
October 14 at 5:00 p.m. Bal- i
lots will be prepared on Mon- i
day, October 17, and the'
results of the election will be l·'·"'M~;·..,,,~.........,~~
announced on Thursday,
October 20.
More good news! Mariann
Lorray, PROGRESS/OUTREACH Reading/Study l/·,::H
Skills I n~tructo~ is now in her I~::(;;:··•.·
new office ad1acent to the ;'::+
Freshman Advising Center in l·.r:.:·:;\
the library. Further informa- i··t· ·
tion will be available in the (c;;
OUTREACH office.
•·
Reminder! OUTREACH/OASIS meeting October l:·
18 and 19. Bring a friend! . ;:.-.

I

i
I
I
I
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~menl of
New NEH Younger Scholars Program
For Summer 1914

Deadline for Receipt of Applications: November 1s. 1913
The National Endowment for the Humanities hu announaid a new granta
program for individuals under 21 to.carry out their own non-credit humaniti•
researc.hprojectsduringthesummeroft984. TheYoungerScholarsProgramwill
awarduptolOQgrantsnationallyforoutstandingresearchandwritingprojeclsin
such fields aa history, philosophy and the study of Utei;ature. A~"al'd rec:ipienta
will be expected to workfull-time fornir.eweekaduringtbesummer, researchina
and writing a humanities paper under the close superviaion of a huinanitim
scholar. No academic credit should be sought for thMe projects. .
EUGIBLE APPLICANTS. All applicantJ& ttiwrt he under 21 ,,_,..,of"""" in the
caAmndar year in which the appUartion a subnitt.d, an.:1 'u~s.
or
f0Nignnationalswhohavelfvedintheu.s..routl818ttluwconaecutive,.rsa1

ct'fuena.

th. nmoohpplication.

·111t
HUMANITIES DISCIPIJNES. Protects must focus on one or more ol the
following disciplines: history, archeology. literature. languaaea, phil01110phy, eth·
ics,comparativereligion,jurisprudence,thehistory,theoryandcriticismofthe

:~=~~areas of the social sciences that employ historical or philosophical

"Off the Common" Coffeehouse will open its fourth
season of live, acoustic
music on Saturday, October
8, .1983, at 8:00 p.m. in the
1Parish Hall of the First Unitarian Church, on School Street
in Bridgewater. (The Church
is located on towerd campus,
next to t h e A rts B u1I· d"mg. )
1
The evening will feature
singer, songwriter, and musi!
ii cal humorist, John Varhaus,
! in a performance of satirical
songs and original musical
humor. Varhaus h.as appear
i
! ed at area college~. folk
clubs, and coffeehouses,

bridge, and the. South Shore
Folk Music Club, in Kingston.
He has regularly been fea1:ured on WERS, Emerson
College's Radio Station, and
on WUMB, at U.MASS. Boston. Long a mainstay of the
acoustic and folk music revival in the Boston area, Var·
If
haus bills h1mse
as th eon Iy
active "punk/troubador".
With original songs like: "I'm
Not SCHIZOPHRENIC, yes I
am, no I'm not", "Punk
Steady", and "I Smoke
'Cause I Like to Coug.h", Var·
haus offers a unique evening
of humor and audience par-

I

I
I
I

I
i

I
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By Rachel Cooper
The Psychology C~ub held
its first meeting of the year on
September 29. ltwas great to
see so many upperclassmen
accompanied by our freshmen· and sophomores. We
were privileged to have with
us Dr. Louis Schippers,
chairperson of the department of Psychology· Dr.
Schippers discussed the
importance of volunteer work
in a psychology degree.
The Psychology Club is
psyched about upcoming
events during the 1983-1984
academic year, such as the
establishment of the first
undergraduate National
Honor Society in Psychology
" Psi Psi Chapter" for Bridgewater State College. Also,

next year's annual Undergraduate Research Paper
shall be hosted by our Psychology Department. There
are plans for a trip to the
Brockton Veterans Administration Hospital to discuss
programs in Psychiatry.
The Psychology Club
meets in room 314 of the Burrill Avenue building, usually
the first and third Thursday of
the month. at 11 :00. Watch
. ·The Comment for d¢tails,
and check the Psychology
Bulletin Board for announcement of meetings and
activities.
All of us in the Psychology
Club look forward to this
semester with much enthusiasm. we welcome all interested students to join us and
get involved.

I
I
I
I
I
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If you've got the Time, we've got the Bears
_Band
Thursday

Seniors

All ages

King ar:td Queen will

Psychology Club
Happenings

-1

r it in g and c re at iv it y
workshops at Northeastern
University and the Adult
Learning Center, in Cambridge.
Located on lower campus, i
next to the Arts Building, Off !I
th e C ommon " , a non-prof"t
1,
volunteer organization offers
some of the best area musicians and performers in a
relaxed, coffeehouse setting.
"OfftheCommon"isopenon
t.he 2nd and 4th Saturdays of
t h e month. Th ere ·IS a $2 .00
donation charge; and

~.~.l~~~~~~~;,!1~~~.:...~?.!£.~~~...:~i~~.:C:...~~~~..:~~~:~~.~~~.-l

PlllCJGKAM ~HASES. lo both sub)eetl]ljlttc.a,ild'.~o•QSY.;,cp~~Ufl!,.,,,.•,.~.,,,,;
be firmly grounded in one or more of the disciplines of the humanitiee. Further, .
projects must fall within one of the following three~:
t. The interpretation of cullaraJ worb: In a pro;ect with this ~mphasis, the
applicant :tnay interpret worb of literature, philosophy. the visual arts, the performing arts, or other cultural forms. (Altho\llb NEH dam not offm- support for
the creation of original works of art or lot tnming in the arts. it does support
~ that develop an historic.al or theoretical approach to the arts.)
1 The *1dy of '*'1oricC ktem, fillw:'tW ad ....ea: Within this area of empha-M, the applicant would be expedllld to in\1811deate the role of significant ideas.
individuals, groupa or 8'\l'ents.
J. Vil~ die 6i iphH of tbe Jr~ ln a project with this goal,
an applicant might explore the nature ci the humanities bJ ~ing on the meth·
ods of a particular discipline, or by traciag the ~oo of dilerent methods or
approaches within it.

You..- ScboW. ~
Office of Youth Prosnma
·Division of General PropllU
National Endowment for the HWDllllitiAle
1100 Pmmsylvania Avenue, N.W., IJn. 426
W Mnpm, D.C 20506

club and concert performan-

ces. Varhaus teaches songw.

Back Street Rockers
be crowned
Loose Caboose

Friday
Saturday

Float Judging
Parade
_ ·--·- foqtball Game_

Time
Ballroom
8 -12
Ballroom
8 - 12

11:30
11:45
1:00

Seniors..
Two-Important Test Dates
Foreign Service Exam·
For all seniors considering an international career with the U.S.
Government -·All Majors.
Appllcatlon Deadline:
October 21, 1983
Exam Date:
December 3, 1983
National Security Agency (NSAJ
Professional Qualltlcatlon ·Test ·(PQT)
All majors are required to take this exam except: Computer
Science, Mathematics (graduate level only), Slavic, Near Eastern and Asian language majors.
Application Deadline:
October 22, 1983
Exam D·ate:
November 12, 1983

,
1
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Sports
"Running Away In 1983"
By Mike Storey
This past weekend both the
men's and women's cross
country teams took first
place in the Rhode Island
College Invitational.
Leading the way for the
men were: Scott Yakola (first
place in 25:55), Dan Murphy
(second place in 26:13), and
Tom Keating (fourth place in
27:09).
The women were led by
Lauren Doughty (third in
18:34) and Andrea Brousaides (fourth in 18:36).
Coaches John Laverty and
Bill MacKinnon were both
pleased with their team's performances but admitted they
were very confident going
into the race. "We knew we
had the horses to win this
race in both categories, it was
just a matter of how well we
were going to do individually."
This program's recent success has been no surprise in
the New England area either.
X-Country Runner Scott Yukola, -And the success starts at the
winner of R.I. Invitational.
top with John Laverty, who is
Photo:Ed Santllll
· one of the best Division 111
'coaches in the East. His
recruiting and molding of raw
talent in both track and cross

country has been nothing
less than spectacular over
the last few years at BSC.
Many of his outstanding
athletes have competed in
the NCAA Division Ill finals.
Those that have made that
once in a lifetime trip are
former standouts: Debbie
Mueller, Heidi Ericksen, and
Karan Parkin in track. Still in
hopes of another trip are
present day stars Andrea
Brousaides (cross country)
and Carolyn Parsley (track).
Th is year's cross country
squads are again examples of
a first class, well-coached
program that is a credit .to
Bridgewater State. The 1983
men's team is led by two
strong runners, Scott Yakola
·and Dan Murphy. "Those two
can run with anybody in New
England at this level,"
exclaims Laverty. Other
major contributors are Tom
Keating, Joe Reardon, and
Jon Dunbury.
The women's squad is the
stronger of the two, overall.
This year they have the
potential to have their entire
team travel to the NCAA Division Ill finals in Newport, VirSee X-Country page 14

Teammate Dan Murphy
second olace finisher.

was the

Photo:Ed Santllll

Volleyball''T;eam Takes Two At Home
Wins Over Worcester And Fitchburg
By Deb Santheson
Yesterday; Fitchburg State
visited the Bridgewater Volleybal I courts, but walked
away emptyhanded.
The 'Bridgewater ladies
proved who was boss by winning three straight games 1513, 15 - 13, 15 - 5. "We
smashed, I like that," said
Coach Phillips,"lt took us
one game to warm up but
overall there was a lot more
communicaHon on the
court." In the first game,
Bridgewater took an early 73 before Fitchburg challenged and tied the score at 8
- 8. Falling back 12 - 9,
Bridgewater's Christine
Thomson took the serve and
won ·5 points for her team
bringing·the score to 14 - 12.
Fitchburg scored one more
point before Bridgewater
took the game 15 - 13. The
second._ game was another
close one. Fitchburg was
leading 6 - O before Cindy
Cavanaugh got the serve and
tied the game at 11 - "11,
Bridgewater took the lead on
the serving of Donna Procopio. The final score: 15-13. In
the third game, Fitchburg fell
behind early. Karen Dennehy
served the first 9 consecutive
points for her team, four of
which were unreturnable
serves. Fitchburg took 5
unanswered points... before
Bridgewater won the game
on the serving of Debbie Thomas and newcomer Carrie
Zaslaw. Carrie, a freshman,
was m,oved up from the sub-

varsity team~ "She has a very
powerful serve/'Coach Phillips explained..
"The team was. talking and
moving more," Phillips continued. 11 They were . really
moving!" agreed Assistant
Diane Kiley.
The most valuable players
of the game were Karen Den·.
nehy for her serving anc
Diana Cerne for her spikin~
according to Phillips.
~,
The women's team. won
their first home match of the
season in the fifth gameofa3 ·
out offive series against Worcester State College on Monday night.
In the first game of the
night, Worcester took the
early lead and won by a score
of 15-8.
After a time-out with Worcester leading 6-1 in the
second game.Bridgewater
surged ahead, winning 14
unansweredpointsforafinal
score of 15-6. Of those 14
points, 9 consecutive were
served by Junior Donna Procopio. In a close third game,
Bridgewater fell behind early,
6-0, before coming back to tie
the score at 10-10. Bridgewater then took the lead at
14-12, but were unable to get
the final point, turning the
ball over to Worcester. Worcester won the game 16-14.
Bridgewater proved they
weren't giving up by winning
the crucial fourth game to tie
the series at 2-2. Bridgewater
was leading 12-7 when Worcester challenged ·by tying

the score at 12-12. But Worcester couldn't get ittogether
and lost the game to Bridgewater, 17-15. In the fifth and
final game, Worcester proved
no match for the Bears.
Bridgewater took an early 5-3
lead on the serving of Freshman Karen Dennehy, Sophomore Debbie Thomas, and
Junior co-captain Cara
LaConti. Worcester won one
more point before losing the
serve to Bridgewater. With
the score 5-4, Dennehy took
over again and served the·
next 8 points for her team,
bringing the score to 13-4.
Worcester served one more
point before Bridgewater
won the match 15-5, bringing
their overall season record to
3-3. They are undefeated
against Division Ill teams, 3-

o.

"After a disappointing day
on Saturday, this was an
important game for the
team," said Head Coach Kimberly Phillips. On Saturday,
Bridgewater lost 6 out of
seven matches at the Bryant
Tournament against teams
from Roger Williams College,.
Stonehill College. and New
Hampshire College.
Continues Phillips, "This
game has motivated the team
for the season." She cites the
strengths of the team a$
being the players. The team
has four returning members
from 'last year's squad,
LaConti, Procopio, Thomas. Determination and teamwork sparks BSC victory over
Worcester. Sh~wn are Debbie Thomas (15) and Cara
LaContl (9).
·
Photo:Ed santllll ·
See Volleyball pag! 14
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Sports
BSC Bears Lose Second Straight
By Gregory Mathis
BRIDGEWATER-The BridgState College football team
will be looking to bounce
back from two consecutive
losses next week when they
face Western New England
College (WNEC). WNEC is21 this season and is a "very
good football team," according to Bears Head Coach
Peter Mazzaferro. "We're
going to have to do a better
job defensively next week,"
continued Mazzafero, "and
do a lot more offensively."
Last year WNEC shutout the
Bears 12-0.
The Bears performance on
Saturday was less than spectacular as Bridgewater fell to
a tough Maine Maritime team
20-13 on Parent's Day.
Bridgewater continued to
have problems scoring
points, not scoring a touchdown in the 16-3 loss last
week to Framingham, and
being shutout in the first half
of this game 12-0.
Quarterback Mark Ambrose moved the Bears
offense well on their firstpos;,.
ses iQ...fL,,."',mhdng ·.··the passing
r.--fll1tf running game. He hit
//,,.., Scott Johnson on a 17 yard
pa$s and tailback Dave Buckley followed with a 8 yard run.
Later in the drive· Ambrose
~---·~i, ~tou-nd Fullback Brian Mahoney on a screen pass, which
was good for 1O yards.

Bridgewater's offense
stumbled there as they were
soon faced with a 4th and
nine situation on the Maritime 25 yard line. The Bridgewater coaching staff
gambled, going for the first
down, but failed, turning the
ball over.
Maine then got possesion
and didn't fail to capitalize.
They picked up a big first
down on 4th and one on the
Bridgewater 14 yard line.
Maritime then put the first
points of the afternoon on the
board as Pat St.Pierre scored
on a pitch-out at l:54 of the
first quarter. The extra-point
conversion banked off the
uprights, leaving the score 6-

0.
Bridgewater gambled
again on their next possesion
and once again failed as
Ambrose fumbled on Maritime's 42 yard line. Bridgewater has had their problems
with turnovers in the last two
ga111es, as Am brose threw 4
interceptions in this game.
Maine Maritime scored
once again before the half
ended. It appeared defensive
back Angelo LaPaglia intercepted a ·pass for the Bears,
but the play was called back
on a roughing the "quarter.back penalty. The Academy
continued their drive, which
was finished off at 5:01 on a

12 yard run by Claude
LeClair. A two point conversion was stopped by Bridgewater, making it 12-0 at
halftime.
Bridgewater began moving
the ball late in the third quarter against the stingy Maine
defense. Am brose found
Junior Scott Hughes for a
nine yard pickup, making it
4th down and one. Bridgewater brought out the punting team, but the fake was on
and it worked giving the
Bears a first down on Mari~
time's 32 yard line. Ambrose
again found Hughes, this
time for 19 yards, bringing
the Bears to the 16 yard line.
Ambrose showed his mobility on the next play, running
the bootleg for 7 yards, putting the ball inside the 10 yard
line. BSC scored their first
touchdown in six quarters on
the next play as Buckley
swung wide around the right
end for a nine yard run. The
extra-point attempt was
blocked, leaving Bridgewater
trailing 12-6 at 4:46 of the
third quarter.
Bridgewater took the lead
on their next series of downs.
They started the drive on
their own 12 yard line and
steac::H1?i"'·· mo\re'~' ·the, :;:b'ttfl
upfield. A pass interference
call against Maine Maritime

put the ball on their own 42
yard line.· A combination of
two passes to Senior Dan
Drew and a face mask
penalty brought the ball to
the 27 yard line. Ambrose
reeled off three consecutive
passes, a 7 and a 10 yarderto
Hughes, making it first and
goal on the 10yard line. Then
a 10 yard pass to Hughes for
the touchdown at11:11 of the
fourth quarter. The point
after attempt was good, putting Bridgewater on top, 1312.
The ball changed hands
with not much. happening.
Bridgewater got the ball back
with 4:28 left in the game and
it looked promising for the
Bridgewater faithful. Butthey
couldn't control the ball and
were forced to punt.
The punt by Mark Boudrot
put Maritime on their own 30
yard line with just 2:54 left on
the clock. After an 11 yard
run by P. St.Pierre, the
Bridgewater defense held
tough forcing a 4th and two
situation with 2:07 left. MainE::
went for the first down and
made it. St.Pierre continued
to kill the Bears as he reeled
off a 21 yard run, putting the
ball on the 18-yard line of
,,,,.,B,riidgew.a.te~,.· .,,OA~•,the. next
play, LeClair rushed fo'r his
second touchdown of the

afternoon, an 18-yard run
with 1:18 remaining in the
game. They went for the two
point conversion and capitalized on a run by St. Pierre,
making the score 20-13.
Bridgewater got the ball on
the kickoff at the 29 yard line
with 1:13 left. Ambrose
dropped back to pass four
times, all four being incomplete, ending the afternoon.
"We couldn't do anything
offensively in the first half,"
said Mazzaferro, "but I felt we
moved much better in the
second half."
The BSC Head Coach cites
three major reasons for the
teams lapse in the last two
games. The first is, the Bears
are not scoring enough
points, "We have to develope
a stronger offense." Second,
improve on defensive team
speed, and third, cut down on
turnovers.
Mazzaferro is pleased with
his kicking ·game and especially with Boudrot.
Ambrose was 14 out of 35
for 203 yards, 1 TD, and 4
interceptions. Mahoney carried the ball 12 times for 52
yards, while Buckley ran 18
times for 62 yards. Hughes
made 6 receptions for 69
yards,•. John$on caught 3
passes for .57 yards, and
Drew made two catches.

Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Getting ready for that first
long weekend away fro_m
school? Heading for the
Cape to catch some end of
the year rays or up to the
mountains to see those pretty
leaves change color? If you
are able to do any of the
above·you must not be playing any fall sports this year
because this is one of the
busiest weekends for varsity
.action. The. Bridgewater Football
Bears take to the road this
weekend as· they travel to
Springfield to take on a tough
Western New England College squad. Our Bears (1-2)
are coming off a heartbreaking last minute loss to Maine
Maritime (20-13) after making up a (12-0) halftime
deficit.
Rookie quarterback Mark
Ambrose passed for over 200
yards on the day, but was
also intercepted four times.
Defensively, the Bears took
their second week off in a row
as they allowed more than
300 yards on the ground to
the Mariners. One bright spot
fdr th is team has been the
p.lay of split end Steve
Hughes who cu·rrently leads
the NEFC in receptions with
17. If he keeps up that pace
he will break the team record
for receptions in a season
currently held by former Bear

star Ron McCarthy (46
receptions).
The WN EC Golden Bears
(2-1) will be a tough team to
beat. They are both big and
physical and possess a solid
running game. Last week
they were beaten by an up
and coming Western Connecticut squad (22-19). The
Golden Bears still had a
chance for victory in this one
as they were held without a
point on the W. Conn. 2-yard
line late in the game.
So this week it's the battle
of the Bears with the hungriest and the meanest being
the victors.
The Women's field hockey
(5-1-2) continues to improve
their record with a (2-1) vicQB Mark Ambrose unleashes a pass in Bears 20-13 loss. Photo:Ed Santilli
tory over Southern Connecticut on Tuesday. S. Conn. was._____...........,.______________________________________~---------·--------........
ranked in the top ten for Division 11 in ~he nation. This
should tell you something
about our team. Next game is
on Oct. 8 versus Bentley at
home at 1:00 p.m.
The men's soccer team is
starting to come together as
they beat a tough SMU squad
last week (1-0). Overtheweekend they were taken by Hellenic College (5-3), but came
back yesterday with (1-0) vietory over Salem State. Their
record is now (3-5) on the
year. Next game is Oct. 12
~gainst Fitchbu~g away.

The women's volleyball Leading the way for the men
team (3-6) are on a two game were Scott Yakola (25:55)
win streak with victories over and Dan Murphy (26:13). The
Worcester State (3-2) and ladies were led by Lauren
Fitchburg State (3-0) this Doughty (18-34) and Andrea
week. Their overall record Brousaides (18-36). Next
may not be that impressive race for these teams is this
but the team is (3-0) in the Saturday at Franklin Park in
MASCAC conference stand- Boston for the Codfish Bowl
ings. Next match is against Invitational.
Gordon College October 8
lntramurals
away.
In men's flag football
Both. the men's and
The BAMFS and Smegma
women's cross country seem to be headed for a
teams were victorious this repeat of last year's finale as
past weekend at the Rhode both are currently undeIsland College 1.nvitational. 'teated as of this writing. The

Mad Dogs seem to have run
into some tough competition
in the women's fJag football
league with newcomers "No
Names" holding them to tie.
The No Names are sparked
by the sling shot arm of quarterback Chris Russell.
Leaders in the Volleyball
league are: Smegma (men).
What's a Good Name (coed),
and the Fiestas (women).
Anyone interested in Ulti.:.
mate Frisbee should come to
a meeting next Thursday
See Beata Business page 14
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Sports
Volleyball
and Cindy Cavanaugh. New
players include Dennehy,
Diana Cerne, Karen Walsh,
and Christine Thomson. Phillips sees a new coach integrated with new players as
being a weakness of the
team. 11 lt's almost like starting
over," she says.
In the coming weeks,
Coach Phillips would like to ·
do a_ lot more work on the
team's defense. She says the
squad needs work on backing up each other, being in
the right position, and preparing themselves for spikes.
She also wants the team to
work on offense. "I would like
them to be an attack team,"
she concluded.
In the week to come, the
team will be on the road. On
Saturday, October 8th,
Bridgewater will meet Gordon College in an away game
starting at 6:00 p.m. On Tuesday, October 11th, they will
travel to meet Regis and
Assumption Colleges in a trimatch starting at 6:00 p.m.

Senior David Olszewski (8) and Curtis Guillote (22) move the ball upfield in Bridgewater.'s 1-0
win over SMU last Thursday.
Photo:Ed Santllll

X-C~untry

ginia. Last season, Andrea
Brousaides was the workhorse of this squad. In 1983,
she is one of many who could
win a race at any time. Newcomer Laureen Doughty has
been •very hn.pressive •so .. i:ar ..
this season. Backing them up
is the strong contingent of
Cindy Lindh, Galina Gittens,
Kathy Reiss, Carol Jackson,
and Ann Marie Rose.
When· looking towards the
NCAA's Coach Laverty sees
Southeastern Massachusetts
University as the team to beat
in New England. "SMU has
probably the two best girls in
New England. But team
scores ·are ,for the top five
runners. I believe our team

can be as competitive as any
in New England i·n ·an overall
i
situation."
This week both teams
travel to Franklin Park in Boston for the Codfish Bowl lnvi-

Bears Business
..... ·

(Oct. 14 at 11 :00 a.m. in the
gym or see me, Mike Storey
in my office. Teams will be
com posed of between 5-7
p.~qpl.~ JP play in a two week
tatiQ.t\al!''··"'nAr:.aa-.·.6t'.Q\J~A:lt(i~s,
tournament type deal.
returns to defend her title as
Kelly Gym
the 1982 women's champ. On
Because of the long weeNovember 12th .both. teams
kend the Kelly Gym and Pool
compete in the NCAA Cfoalifier at SMU to determine who will be closed for recreation
represents the New England time on Saturday and Sunday
area ·in Newport, Virginia.
(Oct. 8-9). It will open up on
As the saying goes, "When Oct. 10 (Monday) from 6-10
the going gets tough, .!he p.m. Yes, Aerobics will be
tough get going," yo.u Jmow ·held that night from 8-9 p.m.
Well, I hope you have a
this bunch is gonna be ready
and gonna be tough to beat
restful weekend somewhere.
I'll be spending my Saturday
· · morning watching our cross

country teams in Franklin
Park to be immediately followed by a long-needed oil
change for my car. Sounds
exciting, huh?

SS\%%%5'%%%\\\\i\%\%%%\'\%%%%%%\% %%11(%%%%

. Intramural Schedule
Flag Football ·
Date
4:00 p.m.
Thur. Oct.6
A-Team vs. The Force
The Piranhas vs. Iron Force Hogs
.
Tues. Oct.11 BAMFS VS. Token
A-Team vs. Iron Force Hogs
Wed. Oct.12 Mad Dogs Returns vs. Hill Team

5:00 p.m.
Token vs.' SMEGMA
'

~·SMEGMA

vs. The Force

Pi rranhas vs. No Names

Volleyball

Date

8:00 p.m.

Thur. Oct.6
Tues. Oct.11
Wed. Oct.12

1-8,6-9,2-7 (co-ed)
1-2,8"'.'10,7-8 (co-ed)
3-4,1-5 (men)

9:00 p.m.
3-5,4-10(co•ed)
5-11,3-4 (co-ed)
1-3,2-5,8-6 (women)

If there is any question as to the number of your team, please consult the 9/22 ·issue of The
Comm~nt.

BSC Sports Schedule
Week of Thursday October 6,1983
Thur. Oct.6
Sat. Oct.8

HOME
Away

HOME
Away

HOME
Away

Tues. Oct.11

HOME

Wed. Oct.12

Away
Away
Away

Field Hockey
Football
Field Hockey
Volleyball
Tennis
X-Country
Field Hockey
Volleyball
Soccer
Tennis

BSC vs. SMU
BSC vs. WNEC
BSC vs. Bentley
BSC vs. Gordon College
BSC vs. North Adams
Codfish Bowl lnvlt.
BSC vs. Worcester
BSC/Regls/A11umptlon
BSC VI. Fitchburg
BSC vs. Fitchburg

4:00
1:30
1:00

p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
&:oo p.m.

2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Tailback Dave Buckley cuts
Bucklev rushed· for 62 yards.

against·
Photo:Ed Santllll
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WBIM (Cont. from page 1)
jockey Russell Dougherty
stated that the "fault is not
within the people, the fault is
in the politics."
Veno did admit that, "We
need better communications
and more respect for opinions" at the station, which
assistant Peter George
agrees with. George, who
was program · director last
year, said that "I worked with
the system and the system
worked for me."
News director Larry
Richardson seems to be the
only station director who can
do just that.
Richardson
stated that "WBI M is not the
only student organization
that is the responsibility" of
Veno. Saying that Veno has
done many things for the station, "For us to bite their hand
(Veno's) and demand more is
just not fair". Richardson
stated that Magner's problem
in running the station was
that he was always demanding, always saying, "give me,
give me, give me." 'They
created an elite," Richardson
stated about Magner and
other station directors as he·
explained that the station
was only playing music that
Magner liked. Nonetheless,
Richardson is optimistic

about the future of WBIM.
Veno believes that there
are two conflicts at WBIM.
One, new and production
studios, which are still
incomplete, will be finished
in the near future. "We did all
that we could during the
summer months," Veno
stated.
During the course of the
summer months, WBIM
underwent construction that
reshaped the station completely. Walls were built to
add new production and
news studios, along with a
new engineering office. The
station now operates with
new, high quality equipment.
Richard Cubi, WBIM engineer, gave proof. He showed
me a list of all that was
needed· to be ordered and
"We've got it all", Cubi said.
All told, expenses at WBIM
have exceeded $10,000 this
past fiscal year. Next fiscal
year, WBIM shall propose
another budget, as they must
dt> every year, according to
Cubi. Cubi also added that,
"If Rick (Veno) told me. to
construct the production
room next week, I couldn't do
it." He explained that he must
first prepare the station for
"proof of performance tests

to be turned in to the Federal
Communications Commission in December so that the
station can renew its license
in April of 1984.
Peter
George proudly added, "Our
station has never looked better, engineering-wise."
The second conflict Veno
sees at WBI M is the hiring of
live entertainment by station
personel. Recently the station planned to hire the Violent Femmes, a progressive
rock band, to come to the college and presented a budget"
to the administration. They
were flatly refused, and
Magner, along with Bethany,
were greatly disappointed.
Veno says that promotional
nights can be arranged at
WBIM through remote systems, as well as other ways,
and that the Student Union
could pick up the bill. Veno
stated that WBIM personal
have "no official role" to
attempt such projects alone.
Veno also believes, that all
types of music. shou Id be·
played at WB(M, and not just
a progressive format that Jim
Magner would like to see.
"WBIM has come a long
way over the years, but is still
in the process of determining
its identity. I am looking forward to working with the students of the station to
improve its all around performance", Veno stated.

---ildten's .Physical
Developemental Cli~ic

The Children's Physical
Developmental CHnic at
Bridgewater State College,
which is undertaking its 1Oth
consecutive year of service to
the community, has scheduled its first fall session for
September 24. The Clinic is a
unique physical education
program· in the greater Boston and South Shore area
designed to enhance the
physical, motor and/or emotional disabilities.
The. Clin.ic program, under
t.he di,recUon of Dr. _Joseph
H u b er a n d P r of es s o r
Johanne Smith, is conducted
for 4 hours o"n Saturday
mornings throughout the
school year. Each applicant
accepted participates in an
individLJally prescribed activity and exercise program
conducted at the Kelly Gym-
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Important
American Women
By Liz Scroggs

1948. The petition was sucThe first formal charges of
cessful, and .the ERA was
sex discrimination were filed
debated in the House on
by Dr. Bernice Sandler,
August 10, passing overWarne.n's Equity Action
whelmingly. It ·was then
League officer, against the
defeated in the Senate by th·e
University of Maryland.
addition of unacceptable
The first statewide meeting
amendments. The nationof the AFL-CIO women was , wide celebration of the 50th
held. The women endorsed
anniversary of the suffrage
the ERA, opposing AFLamendment, including a
CIO national policy. A month
mammoth parade in New
later the United Auto
York City, was held in all
Workers became the first
major cities on August 26 py
major national union to
a wide spectrum of organizaendorse the Equal Rights
tions and individual women.
Amendment. The NAACP
The parade became an
adopted a women's rights
annual event.
platform at its national
The North American Indian
convention.
Women's Association was
The first national commerformed by sixty-three Native
cial newsletters to serve the
American Women from 43
women's movement, Women
tribes and 23 states.
Today and Spokeswomen,
Patsy Mink, Democrat of
began.
Hawaii, was the first and only
The Women's Bureau held
Asian woman elected to
its 50th anniversary conferCongress.
·
ence attended by more than
The above information was
1,000 women. On the first day
taken from The Spirit of
of the conference congressHouston: .The First· National
woman Martha Griffins filed a
Women's Conference. An
petition to discharge the
Official Report to the PresiEqual Rights Amendment
dent, the Congress and the
from .the House Judiciary
People of the United States,
Committee, where it had
March 1978, Washington,
rested without hearings since
D.C.

This Fall, there are 3 organizations recruiting graduating.
B.S.C. seniors for full time professional positions. Seniors
.· "·rQ.W,§.t . $iigp up tor,1/2 hqur interviews:at.let:a~t 1Wfi}~.k before.the
campus visit. Literature on the organizations is available for
to present specific lectures
review in the Career Planning & Placement Office.
related to the care, treatment,
Details 9re:
rehabilitation and education
of children and youth with
Sanders Associates
special needs. The lectures
(Software Engineers & Programmers
are given at weekly seminars
Computer Science majors and minors)
which are conducted
__between 8:00 - 9:00 am on
Tuesday, Oct. 25
Sunday mornings.
The following list of topics
National Security Agency
and dates has been prepared
(All majors)
so interested students,
teachers and parents can
Wednesday, Nov\ 9
attend the free lectures .. Each
lecture is open to the college
c.v.s. - Retail MGT. Train~PS
community and the public at
(All majors)
large.
October 8- William Kaste,
Physical Education Teacher,
Sign_ up as soon as poss!ble
Kolburne School, New Marlborough, MA and Doug
Cohn, Physical Education
Teacher, State Department
of Mental Health, Pittsfield,
MA "Methods, Strategies and
Programs for Working with
Emotionally Disturbed
Clients."
nasium and Pool Complex.
October 15 - Warren Dahlin,
The Clinic is designed to
Executive Director, South
develop gross motor skill
Shore Elder Services, Inc.,
coordination and to enhance Cohasset, MA "A Positive
the self esteem of partici- AR,p·roach to Aging"
pants.
October 22 - Germaine LanDr. Huber, Clinic founder zi kos, Diabetic Clinician,
'and director, has chosen a Goodard Medical Assostaff· of nin~ty Bridgewater ciates, of Brockton, MA "An
State College graduate and · Overview of Diabetes: Etiolundergraduate students for ogy, Treatment and Prothe 1983-84 school year. The grams"
Clinic program provides the October 29 - .Phyllis SnearBridgewater State College son and Pat Bausemar", Fedstudent with a well structured eration for Children with
and closely supervised pro- Special Needs, Boston, MA
gram which enables them to "The Role of Advocates in the
relate•. classroom theory to Education of Children and
teaching and human service Youth with Special Needs"·
environments;
November 5 - Marc Dupuis
As part of each clinician's
and Jaeffrey States, Adaptive
learning experienc~. profes·
Design Consultants, North
Splash! Splash! This is one of the m·a~y a·ctivities the
sionals from associated:medEaston, MA "Custom Equipchildren participate in at the Clinic.
i ca'I, psyc-hological and
ment Needs and Services for
educational fields are chosen u the Physically Handicapped"

--
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lHE

tn the Ereshman Center, Maxwell Library

WRITING
CEf\JER

First floor, Park Avenue enfrarice

* PROFFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS
IN THE COLLEGE

* INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS
* EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIFIC WRITING SKILLS

.

HOURS:

*TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY (CURING
WRITER'S BLOCK)

Monday 10 a.m. · 3 p.rn.
Wednesday 10 a.m. · 3 p.m. &
7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

*EDITING AND REVISING

Tuesday & Thursday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

* WRITING WORKSHOPS ON SPECIAL TOPICS

Frida!'. 10 a.m. - noon

* AUDIOVISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL

* ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
* RESEARCH SKILLS
* A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES

I
•

~or your mealtirn~ enjoyment .J'a19efe is proud

to sponsQrthree fu~lbhours on WBIM-FM, Stereo 91.5,
_· dqily 12 p.rn _:·z p.m. and 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
_ Listen to your favorite tunes while enjoying your favorite
tJ'a•9~fe Subs, Satads and Designer Pokket~-the perfect
taste for lunch, dinner or study-time_ snack.

VO.UCAN'T
SAV'NO'
_,

'

~

TO

3 Broad Street, Bridgewat~r Center ·

(€$17) 697-7288
Open Daily 'till 11 p.m.

BRIDGEWATER

